The Utility Model Relates to a Branch Salivary Suction Device for Oral Cavity
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Abstract: Background: In the process of dental diagnosis and treatment, a large number of pathogenic microorganisms and aerosols in the mouth of patients are easy to spread into the office, resulting in microbial contamination of the office air. In order to reduce the formation of droplets and aerosols and reduce the dissemination of blood and saliva, negative pressure suction is usually used to reduce most of the aerosols. Objective: In order to reduce the formation of droplets and aerosols and the dissemination of blood and saliva, a branch saliva suction device with both strong and weak suction functions is needed. Methods: A branch saliva suction device with both strong and weak suction functions was designed. Including grip, extension rod, bending pipe, strong straw, pressure sensor, hard pipe, weak straw, sliding block. By inserting a weak straw at the outside of the extension rod, and setting a strong straw at the end of the extension rod, the strong straw and weak straw are combined, so as to improve the applicability of the device and facilitate the user to operate with one hand. By setting a sliding block on the outside of the extension rod, the sliding block can be connected with the outside of the weak straw, and the length of the weak straw can be freely adjusted according to the need, which is convenient to adjust the weak straw, and at the same time, the weak straw can be collected. Results: A branch oral salivary suction device was designed to improve the efficiency of diagnosis and treatment and the comfort of patients. Conclusion: To design a branch saliva suction device for oral use.
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1. Introduction

The salivary aspirator is an indispensable instrument in the process of oral diagnosis and treatment. Due to the widespread use of high-speed turbines, ultrasonic dental cleaners and high-pressure cooling water, a large number of pathogenic microorganisms and aerosols produced by cutting teeth are easy to spread into the clinic, leading to microbial pollution in the air of the clinic [1]. In order to reduce the formation of droplets and aerosols and the diffusion of blood and saliva, the use of strong suction can reduce most of the aerosols, but the oral mucosa is fragile, and the strong suction head is close and easy to cause mucosal damage. Therefore, a weak suction tube is needed to suck out the patient's saliva, cooling water, and blood to keep the oral surgical field clear. In addition, during the process of filling or planting teeth, the existing saliva suction tube can easily suck out the expensive bone powder while sucking out the blood. At present, strong suction and weak suction are needed in clinical operation, but it is inconvenient for doctors to operate with a single hand, which takes time and effort. Therefore, a branch mouth saliva suction device with both strong suction and weak suction functions was designed.
2. Materials and Methods

In the process of treatment, the dentists need to make the saliva suction tube suck out the saliva in the mouth cavity. The traditional saliva suction tube is a head, which is less efficient. The branch salivary suction device for oral use includes an extension rod inserted at the front end of the grip, and the end of the extension rod is connected with a bending pipe. One end of the bending pipe is connected with a strong straw, and the bottom of the grip is installed with a pressure sensor for detecting the pressure intensity. The inside of the extension rod is arranged with a fanned hard tube, and the side of the hard tube is inserted with a weak straw, the outer wall of the weak straw is connected with an arc slide block, the outside of the extension rod is extended up and down the chute, the slide block is located in the inside of the chute, the back end of the weak straw is connected with the connecting pipe installed in the handle through the bellow. It can ensure that the weak straw is always connected with the connecting pipe in the process of moving up and down, so as to maintain the stability of the suction of the weak straw. The outside of the grip has a non-slip bulge, which can prevent the grip from separating from the hand of the staff and improve the stability of the connection. The outside of the handle has a groove, and the inner wall of both sides of the groove has an inward sloping guide groove, and a disk-like sliding wheel is installed between the two groups of guide grooves. With an inward-sloping guide slot, the spacing between the sliding wheel and the hard tube can be adjusted as the pulley slides.

3. Results

A branch oral salivary suction device was designed to improve the efficiency of diagnosis and treatment and the comfort of patients.

When in use, the external end of the strong straw is in contact with the user's oral cavity, and the rubber contact set outside the end of the end is in contact with the inner wall of the user's oral cavity. The liquid in the patient's mouth enters the outside of the liquid inlet tube through the gap between the rubber contacts, and then enters the hard tube from the liquid inlet tube. Other objects in the mouth cannot enter the liquid inlet tube, which can prevent the liquid inlet tube from being blocked. Improve the stability of the device when used.

4. Discussion

Iatrogenic infection in stomatology department is not only a local problem of oral instrument infection, but also an important part of the contamination of dental unit waterline system. [2] Water and aerosols emitted by mobile phones and dental cleaners are easy to cause air pollution. The first function of saliva absorption is to avoid air pollution [3-4]. The second function of saliva suction is to make the patient more comfortable; the patient's mouth is constantly secreting saliva, and the exudate and secretion in the mouth are removed to avoid the patient sitting up frequently [5-6].

By inserting a weak straw on the outside of the extension rod and setting a strong straw on the end of the extension rod, it can combine strong suction and weak suction well, so as to improve the applicability of the device and facilitate the user to operate with one hand [7-8]. By setting a sliding block outside the extension rod, the sliding block is connected with the external connection of the weak straw, and the length of the weak straw can be freely adjusted according to the need, which is convenient to adjust the weak straw and accommodate the weak straw at the same time [9].

By setting a groove with a sliding wheel on the outside of the handle, the suction of the weak straw can be adjusted according to the need to improve the applicability of the device [10]. The rubber contact and liquid inlet pipe are arranged outside the end, which can prevent the liquid inlet pipe from being blocked and improve the stability of the device when used. By setting the rubber tube at the bottom of the weak suction, the rubber tube corresponds to the sliding wheel, which can reduce the air volume of the weak straw and reduce the suction when the sliding wheel is squeezed inward [11-12]. The groove is opened close to the weak straw, and the outer wall of the sliding wheel is fitted to the weak straw. When weak straws needed to be used, the sliding block was pushed up manually so that the weak straws moved up together and out of the extension rod [13]. Therefore, the connecting tube is connected with the salivary suction device before use, so that the suction generated by the salivary suction device acts directly on the weak straw and the hard tube, and then the user can use the weak straw and the strong straw at the same time, and can be operated with one hand [14].

5. Conclusions

The salivary suction technique refers to the use of a saliva...
suction device to suck away water mist, debris, blood and saliva in the oral cavity during the process of oral diagnosis and treatment, so as to maintain a clear operating field and assist the smooth operation [15]. A branch saliva suction device for oral use combines strong suction and weak suction, which is convenient for operation; In addition, the length of the weak straw can be adjusted as needed, and the suction force of the weak straw can be adjusted as needed, which improves the quality of treatment.
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